
                                                                                    

Grahne Yagyam Tapah Karyam Daivaaraadhanameva Cha
Holy fire sacrifice, donation, penance and sadhana must be performed during the eclipse.

Wish Fulfilling Solar Eclipse Sadhana

Solar Eclipse   Solar Eclipse   Solar Eclipse   

 Sun is the epicentre of the nine planets and the effect of sun on 
earth intensifies many folds during the solar eclipse. Thus performing 
special Sadhanas during such a time can very rewarding. Behind every 
Sadhana, there is a wish associated with it. Considering this in mind, a 
special Sadhana is being provided for the Sadhaks which can fulfil all the 
wishes and this Sadhana can only be performed during the solar eclipse. 

DURATION OF SOLAR ECLIPSE HOLDS SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE IN THE 
LIFE OF A SADHAK. GREAT SADHAKS NORMALLY PERFORM SADHANAS 
DURING THIS PERIOD. HOWEVER, HOW ABOUT ENERGIZING SOME DIVINE 
ARTICLES THAT CAN REMAIN REWARDING THROUGHOUT THE LIFESPAN? 
PRESENTED BELOW ARE FEW DIVINE ARTICLES WHICH IF ENERGIZED 
DURING THE ECLIPSE PERIOD CAN BRING BESTOW A SHOWER OF FORTUNE 
UPON THE PERSON.

30 April Mid Night to 01 May30 April Mid Night to 01 May30 April Mid Night to 01 May
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Gouri Sankar Rudhraksha
It has been a ancient practice to energise 

prayer articles and gemstone during  to eclipse
get of celestial activities. benefits Sharad 
poornima is one of those days commonly know 
by every  where kheer is kept in house holder,
moon light to get to beautiful spouse also for 
various laxmi Sadhana. Similarity energising 
Gauri Shankar Rudraksh. It is a special article 
which can be obtained by very fortunate ones.

The effectiveness of Gouri Sankar 

Rudharaksha can be understood from this fact 
that any normal tantric procedure can't harm a 
person who keeps Gouri Sankar Rudraksha at 
home. The advantage of performing Sadhana 
using this article is that nothing ill happens to the 
Sadhak even if something goes wrong while 
performing Sadhana procedures.

Siddhida Yakshni Procedure
Take a bath just at the beginning of the 

eclipse period and get into . fresh yellow clothes
Sit on a  facing any direction. Take a yellow mat
wooden plank and cover it too with a fresh piece 
of cloth. Place a picture of revered SadGurudev 
and worship Him with vermillion, rice grains, 
flowers etc. Light some  or  Then loban guggul.
chant one round of Guru Mantra with any rosary 
and pray to Gurudev for success in Sadhana. 

Next completely wrap a fresh red cloth 
around Gouri Sankar Rudharaksha and place 
it in front of and wish that Gurudev's picture 
Siddhida Yakshni should appear before you 
and fulfill all your wishes. Then chant 20 
minutes of the below mantra with any rosary.

Mantra

Om Dhoom Dhandaa Yakshninee Mama Kaarya 
Siddhi Kare Vashamaanaaya Swaahaa

|| ÅWa  /kwa /kunk ;f{k.kh ee dk;Z 

flf) djs o'kekuk; Lokgk ||
Place this Gouri Sankar Rudharaksha 

at some secret place after completing the mantra 
chanting. The  must continue to chant 20 Sadhak
minutes of the above mantra and within  7 days
the Yakshini appears before the sadhak and 

promises to fulfill all the wishes. Thereafter the 
Yakshini remains loyal towards the Sadhak and 
carries out all the orders given to her. Thus this 
Sadhana provides a lifelong benefit to the 
Sadhak.
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Parad Guru Yantra
Guru Yantra is a special boon from nature. It 
looks like two hands being joined together. Only 
the very fortunate ones can obtain such precious 
article in life. The Shastras have unanimously 
agreed that  is a symbol of Guru Yantra
Goddess Lakshmi. Thus, even if a person is 
unable to perform any Sadhana on Guru Yantra, 
just keeping it in your home ensures presence of 
Goddess Lakshmi in your life.

Ashta Lakshmi Procedure

One needs and Guru Yantra 11 Kamal 
Beej  to perform this Sadhana. Take a bath just at 
the starting of the eclipse period and get into 
fresh yellow clothes. Sit on a yellow mat facing 
South direction. Take a wooden plank and 
cover it with a fresh piece of yellow cloth. Place 
a picture of revered  and worship SadGurudev
Him with etc. vermillion, rice grains, flowers 
Light some or  Then chant one loban guggul.
round of Guru Mantra with any rosary and pray 
to Gurudev for success in  Sadhana.

Next place  in front of Guru Yantra
Gurudev's picture and chant  of the 30 minutes
mantra 

Mantra

  Om Hreem Sthir AshtaLakshmyai Swaahaa

|| ÅWa  âha fLFkj v”V y{E;S Lokgk ||
After  the Sadhana procedure is 

complete, place this Yantra and rosary in your 
safe or at the place where you keep your money 
and jewelries. This ensures presence of 
Goddess Lakshmi in your  and you will life
soon be left astonished to see how your business 
is flourishing or how your job has become even 
more rewarding for you.
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